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One applícation area of regression analysis is simulation where
the regression model may ex~lain the relationship between the simulation
model's inputs and outputs.
However, whether or not the regression model is used in a simu-
lation context, its validity can be tested by comparing the model's
forecast to one or more new observations not used in the estimation of
the model's parameters. The famíliar Student or t statistic is proposed
for this comparison, combined with a Ronferroni approach accounting for
the presence of more than a single validation observation.
A"trick" is used to obtain as many validation observations as
possíble. This trick is also known as cross-validation.
Several Monte Carlo experiments are performed to study the-
a and S errors of the proposed validation procedure. The experimental
results suggest that the procedure is worthwhile.
1
1. INTRODUCTION
In various publications I have .iiscussed how the response of a
similation model to changes in its parameters can be explained through a
regression (meta)model; see Kleijnen (1981). In symbols, let the simula-
tion model denoted by fl, have response y, parameters x, and random
number seed r:
y - fl (xl, x2,...,xk,r)
Then the regression metamodel is
(1)
y- f2 (xl, xZ,...,xk) f e (2)
where e represents noise and f2 is a much simpler function than fl,
e.g., fZ equals
E(Y) - BU t ~ B~x~ (3)






where 9 is the regression forecast and s~ denotes the estimated stan-
Y-Y
dard deviation of y-9.This paper investigates the statistical behavior
of the proposed statistic t in more detail, using a t4onte ('.arlo ap-
proach.
Note that the t statistic of eq. (4) may also be used in contexts
different from metamodelíng, e.g. in the selectíon of the appropriate
degree of a polynomial regression model when constructing confidence
intervals in simulation; see Heidelberger and [delch (198~).
2. CROSS-VALIDATION
Let n simulation runs be available, yielding
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lxij, yi, sy } i - 1,...,n j- i ,...,k (S)í
where s ( or hríefly si) denoting the eStimated standard deviatíon of
Yi
yi, is ba::ed on simulation run i using a technique like batchmeans,
spectral analysis, renewal analysis, etc.; see Fishman ( 1978). If each
simulation run uses different seeds r, then it is knocan that the yi are
independent. Hence, the covariance-matrix S2 of z' -(yl,...,yn) is a~y
diagonal matrix, say A with main-diagonal elements ai - E(si).
Standard regression analysis results in the regression meta-
model's forecast
yi - Xi . B (6)
where s is the OLS estimator
B - (X'.X)-i . X'.Y (7)
Defining W - (X'.X)-1 . X yields
S2 s- W. Si y.[-J' ( 8)
Hence
var(yi) - xi . Sls . xi (q)
So the denominator in eq. (4) becomes
s(y-Y) -{ si t var(yi)} ~( lU)
where the right-hand estimators follow from eqs. (5) and (9). Eq. (LO)
assumes that y and 9 are independent. This statistical requirement is
automatically met if the regression model is validated in the following
traditional scientific way:
(i) Estimate the (regression) model from, say, v observations (in the
above equations v- n but below I shall propose v- n-1).
(ii) Use the estimated model to forecast the response y at a new set of
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simulation ínputs x.
(iii) ('ompare the result of step (ii), say 9, to the actiial simulation
observation y. Observe the stattstical independence of y and 0(9 de-
pends on ~, i .e., on the v old observations which are inclependent of the
new observation; rememberity - D).
Note that classical statistical tests for testing the adequacy of a
postulated regression model, do not set apart one or more observations
for validation.
In preceding publications, I have mentioned a special "trick"
for obtaining validation observations; see Kleijnen (1981). This trick
is the same as cross-validation disccissed in a few statistical articles;
see Allen (1974) and Stone (1974). What is new in the present paper is
the combination of cross-validation and the t statistic defined in eq.
(4). The "trick" rcins as follows, supposing n observation vectors are
available as specified in eq. (S).
(i) For the time being delete, say, the last observation n, which
results in a set of n-1 multi-dimensional observations, denoted by










and D(nn) is an (n-1) by (n-1) diagonal matrix obtained from D by de-
leting row n and column n.
(ii) Estimate S from these (n-1) observations:





rSts(nn) - W(nn) . D(nn) . W(nn)
, 1 ,
W(nn)
- (X(n) .X(n))- . X(n)
(15)
(16)
(iii) Now forecast the deleted observation! }}ence yn is forecasted by
x'Yn - ,rn . 6 (n) (17)
where xn -(xnl,...,xnq). The standard error of the forecast 9n follows
from
var(Yn) - xn . S2S . xn
(nn)
(iv) The seriousness of the forecast error is measured by
t - - yn - yn
n { sn f var(yn)} ~
(18)
(19)
(v) Next the role of observation n is taken over by one of the other
observations i' (i' - 1,...,n-1). All together n values result for t
defined in eq. (4) or (19). Since the postulated regression model should
hold at all n observation points, the regression model is rejected
whenever any of the n t-values is "significant". Hence define the null-
hypothesis
H~ : I:(yi) - F( yi) (i - 1,...,n)
and re jec t 1}~ i f
~
max t i ~ ta
i
where ta~ is defined by
(2~)
(21)
P(t ~ ta~) - 1- P(t ~ ta~) (22)
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where a' - aC~2 since a two-sided test is in order, and aC denotes the
value of the "per comparison" error rate, i.e., the type a error rate
used in an individual test. The 13onferroni approach means that-
aC - aE~n where aE denotes the value of
rate, i.e., the a error rate which holds
t.e., under the composite hypothesis HO (in
the "experimentwise" error
over tite whole experiment,
eq. (20) the index i assumes
more than a single value); see Kleijnen (1975). For instance, if n- S
and aF - 20Y, then a' - 1.25`~. In summary:
a' - aC~2 - (aF~n)~2
3. t40NTE CARLO EXPERIMENT I.
(23)
This paper is devoted to the study of the statistical behaviour
of the t statistic defined above. The two classical quantitative measu-
res of this behavior are the typr n and type S error5. Eqs. (7f)) and
(21) yield that the error oP the first kind is
a - P( max
1G iC n
ti ~ ta, HO) (24)
The Bonferroni approach should yield a 6 a E. Obviously, in practice }l~
never holds exactly. To study the exact a error I make HO hold exactly,
i.e., I make fl defined in eq. (1) identical to f2 in eq. (2)! Ex-
perience shows that f2 specified as a function linear in the regression
parameters S, gives good results; see Kleijnen et al. (197R). }íence at
this stage of the investigation
fl(X) - f~(X) - X.6 ( 25)
To quantify the a error the following experiment is done:
(i) Select some arbitrary X, S, and 1). Note that these matrices imply
specific values for n and q.
(ii) Next, obtain independent samples of the errors ei from-
N(O,ai), where ai is a main-diaEonal element of p.
(iii) Compute
Y - X.B f e (26)
(iv) Delete specific values to obtain y(i),wX(i) and D(ii) as explained
in eqs. (11) through (13); next, compute ~(i) resulting in 9i and -
v~r(9i); finally, compute the "normalized" prediction error ti. Execute
this procedure n times, namely for i- 1,...,n (cross-validatíon).
Determine the maximum of the absolute values of ti and usíng eq. (24)
find whether the pr~cedure fncorrr~ctly rejects H0.
Note that for simplicity's sake I assume that 1) is known so that the
individual t are distributed as z~ N(0,1); in section 5 n becomes
unknown.
(v) Repeat steps (i) through (iv) m times, the only difference each
time being the use of different random number seeds. I selected m- 10~.
(vi) Repeat steps (i) through (v) for a few different X, B and D, to
study the t4onte Carlo result's sensitivity to the parameters of the
experiment.
Steps (i) through (v) yield tucm values of t, say, tij with i-
1,...,n and j- 1,...,m.l) Acually, the proposed procedure does not use
the individual t values but their maximum:
tmax, - max ti
~ KiGn ~
(j - 1,...,m) ( 27)
One could test the hypothesis that this tmax has a specific distribu-
tion. Statistícs related to tmax are surveyed in chapter VB o.f Kleijnen
(1975). Sample distributions of tl and tmax are displayed in Figure 1.
However, as eqs. (20) through (22) show, it is the tails of the tmax
distribution that really matter. Hence define a new null-hypothesis H00
(to be distinguished from the "lower level" null-hypothesis H~ in eq.
20) as follows. Let
x- 1 i f tmax ~ t,
- 0 if tmax ~ tu
so that
( 28)
E(x) - p - P(tmax ~ ta ~ ) (29)
Then the new null-hypothesis is
H00 : 9- 1-P t nE (30)
H00 can be easily tested through the binomial distributíon (and its
normal approximation): Estimate p through
x ~m
p - ~1 j
The variance of ~ is
var(p) - p.(1-p)~m
Hence reject H0~ if




Appendix 1 shows that this test results in an a error not exceeding 10"'.
Since the reader may prefer ~ value different from 10~, Table 1 displays
z' defined as tollosas:
q - aE
z' - {aE.(1-aE)Im} ~
(34)
So F}00 is rejected if z' ~ z where some familiar values are z~10
-
1.282, z'05 - 1.645, z'01 - 2.327.
Table 1 tests X, s, and D as foliows:
(i) All matrices X(except for experiment 1t) are experimental de-
signs, i.e., they consist of plus ~ne's and minus one's. Readers cinfami-
liar with experimental design basics are referred to Chapter IV in
Kleijnen (1975).
(ii) The diag~nal elements of D are shown as a vector a2.
(iii) If only a single line is given for an experiment it means tliat the
preceding X and S apply, e.g., experiment 10 uses X- 2~-5, S' -
(1,10,...,10), (02)' - (3,6,9,...,45,48). N
Table 1 suggests that the experimentwise error rate is indeed smaller
than 20~. A clear-cut relationship between the estimated error rate ~
and the experiment's parameters X, S and D is not revealed. The
Table 1. Testing the a error in H00 : q c aE - 0.20
Experiment c~ (z')
1) X - 22
g' N - (1,10,10)
(a2)' - (1,1,1,1) ~.05 (-3.75)
2) (02)' - (1,2,3,4) 0.~3 (-4.25)
3) (a2)' - (10,20,30,4~) n.~2 (-4.5)
4) X - 22
s' - (1,1n,20)
(a2)' - (1,1,1,1)
5) (a2)' - (1,2,3,4)
6) (02)' - (10,20,30,40)




`~) (a2)' - (i~2)













~) Generators: 6- 23, 7- 24, íl - 25, 9- 34, 10 - 35.
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experiment does not confirm the conjecture that the Bonferruní approach
~becomes more conservative ( smaller q) as n increases. As oi increases
outliners become more likely, but the t statistic corrects for these
"wild" observations through its denominator.
Recause tionte Carlo experimentati.on requires much computer time, I
stopped the investigation of the a error rate at thís point, and switch-
ed to the study of the S error.
4. MONTE CARLO EXPERItiENT II: S F.RROR
The parameters X, S and D of the preceding experiments, executed to
study the a error of the t statistic, are also used to examine the g er-
rot of the same statistic. From eqs. (2~, (21), and (28) through (32) it
follows that the estimated s error is
S- pl - P(tmax ~ ta' H1) (35)
where H1 denotes the aiternatíve to Ii~. Hypothesis testing was approp-
riate when stiidying the a error; see eq. (30). Now there is no reason to
hypothesize a specific S value, and therefore a confidence ínterval
approach becomes appropriate:
P(S B f tm, i. s(!3 )) - 1-~
where
s2(6) - S .(1~)~m if D~ S ~ 1
(36)
(37)
If g is one or zero no confidence interval is given since the exnerimen-
tal result is obvious in that case. Recause m-1 - 99 the value tm~i can
be replaced by za~~.
There is only one way to satisfy H~, but there are infinitely many
ways to deviate from H~. Actually, H1 refers to fl given in eq. (1).
itany specifications of fl could be studied, e.g., a queuing model could
be specified. However, the simplest deviation of H1 from HC I can ima-
1O
gine is in terms of "interactions": Let 11~ be specified by eq. (3) or
(25):
HH . E(~) - X.B
so that ~(n) of eq. (14) is unbiased under H~. 'fhen specif.y
E(Y) - X.g ~- X2'S 2
(38)
(39)
where s2 denotes the vector of interactions. There are q2 - k.(k-1)~2
interactions ( k was defined below eq. 12). Hence X2 i s a matrix wíth n
rows and q2 columns. The formation of its elements can be illustrated as
follows: For k- 3 eq. ( 3R) yields
E(Yí H~) - B~ t Sl.xil f S2.xi2 f g 3.xi3 (i-1,...,n) (40)
so that eq. (39) results in
F(Yi HH) - E(Yi ti~) f S12~xil~xi2 } S13~xil~xi3 } S23~xi2~xiS
(i - 1,...,n) (41)
Since D díd not have an important effect in Table l, computer time is
saved by studyíng the g error (or its complement, the power oF the test)
only for ai - 1. The nimmbers (1, 4, 7, 11) of the experiments in Table 2
refer to the corresponding experiments in Table 1(corresponding experi-
ments use the same random numbers). In Table 7 I made the size of the
interaction equal to the síze of the smallest main effect, íf k- 2; see
also Figure 2. If k- 9 then there are 36 interactions. It seems most
difficult for the test procedure to detect the presence of interactions
when all interactions except one, are zero. Therefore, I selected-
B12 - 1f1 and all other interactions zero in the experiment ninnbered 7.
In experiment 7' all interactions except two are equal to zero. The
results of experiments 7 and 7' (namely g- a) are explained by the
particular X matrix: X- 2~-~ results in E(S )- s ~ S and.. ~ 5 5 12
E(S 6) - S 6} S 13~
So as Kleijnen et al. (1978) already mentioned, an
experimental design can be self-defeating when the model on whích it is
11
based is misspecified.2) Finally, experiment 11 represents an X matrix
not taken from the experimental design literature.
Table 2: Estimating the power 1~ (o i- 1, a E- n.20)
Experiment
1) X - 22
4) X - 22
s' - (l,lo,lo)
s 1~ - lo
s' - (l,lo,2n)
a 12 - lo
l.n
l.o
7) g - 29-5
S' - (1,10,...,1D)
g2 - (10,n,n,...,0,0) n.21 O.n41
7') B; - (1~,10,0,...,n) 0.21 n.041
11) X: see 11) in Table 1
S' - (1,10,10)
s 12 - lo 1.0
S. REPLACING THE VARIANCES a` BY THEIR ESTIPtATORS s?
In the preceding experiments I assumed for simplicity's sake
that D was known. Actually D ís estimated from the estimators si; see
eq. (5). Replacing D by D affects the following variables: S2S, vár(~),
v~r(y), and t.
~
Assume that si is estimated from L subruns y~ (k - 1,...,L).
Hence in each replication j of the Plonte Carlo experiment s~ is sampledi
from a X 2 distribution with L-1 degrees of freedom; see Appendix 7.
[7here i n the preceding sections o~ was used, now s? is used.
1 1
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Since a Plonte Carlo experiment with sampling of s2 requires much
computer time, i studied only the situation corresponding to experiment
1 in Table 1: X- 22, ~' -(1,10,10), and ai - 1. (All experiments in
Table 3 use different random numbers, when compared among each other and
when compared to Tables 1 and 2.) Note that even with L as low as two, t
was compared to the critical values z I instead nE ta~ thus avoiding the
issue of determining the proper degrees of freedom. The results of Table
3 are close to those of Tables 1 and 2, i.e., replacing s2 by o2 ín the
ifonte Carlo experiments in order to save compute time, seems justified.
Table 3: Estimated a and g errors when using si instead of oi .
(X - 22, R' - (1,10,10), ai - 1)
Degrees of freedom Estimated Testing




L, interaction Extimated power: ~
lr 10, s 12 - l0 1.0
6. SUfíMARY AND FUTURF. RESEARCFI
The procedure investigated in this paper is based on the general
approach used in science to validate a model, namely
(i) Estimate the model.
(ii) Use the estimated model to forecast new observations.
(iii) Compare the forecasted values to the actual new observations.
The proposed t statistic incorporates the inherent variability of the
forecasted and the actual (simulation) observations.
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The t statistic i s combined with a "trick" for obtaining many
"new" observations for validation, namely cross-validation. To keep the
experimentwise error rate under control, a Bonferroni approach is used.
Monte Carlo experimentation shows that the a error (erroneously
rejecting a true model) i s smaller than the value a F specified for the
experimentwise error rate. Fortunately, this low a error i s not ~htained
at the price of an unacceptable (i error, i.e., tn the Hontr Carln o;c-
perimen[s ignored interacttons were detected in most situations. How-
ever, in one situation - namely a 29-5 design - the ignored effects
destroyed the otherwise attractive properties of well-balanced experi-
ments.
Further research may concentrate on the following aspects:
(i) If in practíce a significant t value is found at one or more
(cross)validation points, then simulation offers a special advantage:
After changing the random number seed (and keeping all other parameters
constant) it can be checked whether the significance was due to pure
chance (remember the definition of the a error).
(ii) If the n~ynber of observations n is very large, then cross vali-
dation may be restricted to less than a complete permutation. For in-
stance, the (meta)model may be validated at a randomly selected set of
observation points. Besiries saving computer time and analysis time, the
I3onferroni approach becomes less conservative. fiowever, potential infor-
mation is ignored.
(iii) Kleijnen et al. (19R1) found that in simulation Weighted Least
2Squares (WLS, using the weights l~si) gives more accurate estimators
of S. Hence the t statistic may be based on IJLS instead of Ordinary
Least Squares.
Appendix 1: The one-sided binomial test
Consider the null-hypothesis
HH : p t p~ (~ 0.5~)
The point estimator of p is fi with variance
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var(p) - p.(1-p)~m (A1.2)
Note that var(p) increases when p increases from zero to a half. Assu-
ming a normal distribution for ~, the test procedure is: Reject Ii0 if
p ~ p0 f z.10 ~ ~p0~(1-p0)~m}1 (A1.3)
To find the size of the a errur, first assume that p is ~xactly equal to
p0. Then eq. (A1.3) implies an a error exactly equal to 1~Y,. Next sup-
pose p is smaller than p0. Then figure A1 shows that the a error is
smaller than 10~. In summary, the test procedure results in an a error
not exceeding 109~.
Appendix 2: Sampling s2~T)
Obviously, the following relatíons hold:
ai - var(yi) - var(ei) (i - 1,...,n)
Suppose yi is the average of L simulation subrun responses y~:




(Note that y~ may be an average, a quantile, etc.) lience a more expli-
cit nntation is:
Assuming independent subruns y yieldsiR
~
ai - var(yi) - var(y~)~L
The corresponding variance estimators are:






var(Y~ ) - ~ (Y~-Yi)2I(L-1)
R-1
The estimator var(y ~) can be sampled usinq
var(Y~) - ~ (e~-ei)ZI(L-1)
k-1
Summarizing:
(i) Sample ei~ L times from N(0, L. Qi) .
(ii) Compute the average
ei - ei - ~ ei IL
R-1 ~





si - var(yi) - { iL (e~-ei)ZI(L-1)} IL -{ ~ e~ - L.ei)I(L-1)} IL
fC-1 R-1
(A2.9)
Note that éi and var(e ~) are independent so that the same statistical
distribution results if eq. (A2.7) would be replaced by [he following
computationally more efficient formula:
var(y~ ) - ~ ei~I(L-1)
R-1
(A2.1(1)
In a specific realization eqs. (A2.7) and (A2.1(1) yield different re-
sults.
Note further that compared to tlie tionte Carlo experiments with
no sampling of oi, more random numbers are needed, namely L times -
more.3) One consequence is that if two experiments use the same seed,
the two random number streams get out of step (assuming no special
programming tricks are applied).
1 fi
NOTES
1. The m replications of the experiment make t1j and tiÍ' (:Í x.7~)
independent. However, dependence dnes exist withtn [he same replica-
tion j, so that tij and ti,j (i, t' -1,...,n) are dependent. For
instance, considering tij and tzj a"c.aild" observation y3 in replica-
tion j affects both g(1) and g(2) in this replication, and hence
affects both tlj and t2j. Nevertheless, upon inspection of a random
selected number of plots the dependence between the t within the same
replication does not seem to be strong.
2. If xi5 -(xil).(xi2) for all values of i, then experimental design
theory shows that E(S5) - s5 t 512. Hence when the false first-order
model
E(yi) s g~ f~ e..xi
j-1 J j
is used when estimating s, then
J
E B..x t g .x. - B t ik S..x, t s .x. .x.E(yi) ~ SO } J ij 12 i5 0 J ij 12 il i2 ~j-1 j-1
So the expectation of the estimated false model eqiials the true
model!
3) After I finisheci the experiment, I discovered an APL subroutine
permitting the sampling of s2 from a X 2 ciistribution using a single
random niunber.
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FIGURE 1: SAMPLE HISTOGRAMS OF t~ AND tmax.
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FIGURE 2: HISTOGRAM OF tmax
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FIGURE A1: THE o~ERROR IN A ONE-SIDED BINOMIAL TEST
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